ARTISTIC DIRECTION &
FASHION DESIGN

WHO’s KENDRICK TRAN?
KENDRICK TRAN is an artist, with years of experience working in editorial
photography and styling. He has made the shift to focus on work behind the
camera, such as but not limited to: Fashion Art Direction, Design and Image
Consulting. As a gay Vietnamese Canadian, he has had a lot of inner turmoil
surrounding his identity and self worth. Turmoil that can be seen in his work.
In a world where one’s self worth is based on their social presence or what
others think of them, he tries to contradict that. Making his work as a form of
protest against virtual indulgence and what is considered to be “success” in
the modern day. You can see features of faceless bodies, bold text and harsh
contrasts. These speak to his dissatisfaction with “pretty privilege”, feeling
like you don’t have a voice, and feeling stuck in what is typically known as
the grey area. Something that can also be described as the unknown.
His work is about personifying your dreams, desires, despair, and making a
statement in non conventional ways. Growing up with immigrant parents, he
was taught to always give back to those who have less. To seek happiness
above all else. This turned into a passion for humanitarian causes and trying
to change the world. He creates with purpose; to inspire others to never
settle, be bold and speak up for what is important to you.
When you look at his work, he wants you to feel something. Anything. In the
words of Thom Browne, “people will either love it or hate it, I just want them
to feel something towards it”.
You’re Welcome,
KENDRICK TRAN

KENDRICK TRAN c/o Uglley. 2021.
(creative direction, styling & fashion design)
SS21 Collection titled “Sex Sells” in support of sex workers

KENDRICK TRAN c/o Uglley. 2021.
SS21 Gorilla Marketing “Sex Sells”

“SEX SELLS” is a saying that is used to aid any situation that may include the speculation
of sexuality, leading to a business's financial gain. The use of sexual figures and the
extortion of the human body has been consistent ideation throughout history. Typically shown
using women to sell products or even an idea of desire and value. It is estimated that yearly, the
average American will see anywhere upwards of 37,000 advertisements. Which has shown a
trend of both sexualizing and victimizing women (Stankiewicz & Rosselli 2008). The portrayal of
the female character is something that is pressing and morally contradictory. Many people do
not see the problem with sex in the media. Most don’t even realize it; it has become such a
norm. The average person thinks about sex eight times a day, approximately 210,240 times in
their lifetime. The media industry has extorted the human body in various ways, enforcing this
sexist female standard. Creating this normality where models feel as though it is normal to be
used. Though we can all agree, the body is art and is very beautiful. Using it for financial gain
is something that people tend to overlook. We often see prostitution, sex workers and the porn
industry being shamed for sharing this idea."
Everything is sex.
So the saying goes, the world around us is consumed by sex. Often the most taboo and
shameful of topics, taught to only be discussed behind closed doors, is also the most widely
presented to us in the media. It is everywhere you look, from your phone screen lit up in the
dark of your room, the television you watched growing up, to billboards dressing big cities for
the masses to view. Women’s bodies on display like shiny toys for all to ogle at. It grabs
attention, and therefore grabs consumers. Big businesses possesed by old men, exploiting
young girls' bodies to fill their pockets.
Women's bodies are used like props to sell products. Our sexuality becomes simply a
marketing tool. Our sensuality diluted into nothing but skin and sex appeal. Sex appeal that we
no longer own and exists only if for an audience. Pretty girls stuffing their faces with greasy
burgers, letting the oil drip down their bare skin. Pretty girls shaving their already hairless
bodies to fit society’s narrowing beauty standards. Women in pink bikinis chasing down
average men over their delicious scent. Buy our products! These sexy women love our products
and so they will love you too.
As women, we are used as a spectacle to see and nothing more. We are seen as beautiful
shells with empty chests and hollow skulls. The media takes us and turns us into a product to
be sold. We are used and abused and tossed away once the cheque clears.
Our collection, “Sex Sells”, is an exploration in expanding our view on female sexuality. We aim
to show women embracing their sexuality, despite its suffocation and abuse, and reclaiming it
as their own. Women who are taking back their bodies and conveying themselves how they see
fit, for their own freedom and expression. Taking the business of selling sex and using it for their
own benefit, on their own terms.
Women in sex work are often the most shamed for using their bodies as they desire. They are
often degraded for baring their skin. Though it seems that “slut”, “whore” and other terms used
to shame women, are only used when a woman chooses to take her clothes off, and not when
they are taken off for her. Men love a slut, but only under their control. With this collection, we
strive to support these women who have taken their sexuality into their own hands and choose
to treat their sexuality as they please without shame.
Women are many things. Powerful, capable, intellectual and sexy. We are sexual and timid. We
are beautiful and morbid. We are all these things for ourselves and on our own. We exist
without an audience. We are beautiful when no one is around to see it.
15% off the profits from this collection was donated to Maggie's Sex Worker Leadership and
Development Fund. Educating and supporting members of the industry to lead and shift the
industry and what people perceive it to be.

Nineties Kids fka. 90sKids 2018-2020.
(art direction, branding, fashion & product design)
Hang Tag Design

Nineties Kids fka. 90sKids 2018-2020.
PR Package Design

Nineties Kids fka. 90sKids 2018-2020.
FW19 Presentation titled “I wish I was old enough”
all clothing items were designed by me

Hate, the asian way. 2020.
(art direction & photography)

In the height of the COVID-19 pandemic ASIAN HATE was
at an all time high. We saw people being brutally attacked
on the street. Elders being pushed to the ground,
pleading for help. This campaign was created to add to
the conversation against that. It features a young
Asian woman wearing work appropriate attire, with
David Bowie like make-up. The make-up to relate
to culture and the rockstar attitude, which modern day
western society fetishizes. A suit and turtleneck sweater
to showcase how we and many other members of the
BIPOC community,make up majority of the working
class in America.

An equal life. 2020.
(art direction & photography)
“An equal life” is about portraying the anger and envy that often comes from being on the opposing side of
white privilege. The image on the left portraying the anger that is often felt. A black woman in a classroom
yelling, tells the narrative of how women of colour often have restricted access to education. The image on the right
features a projection of a white family. A white family which includes the artist known as ‘Bhad Bhabie’. A woman
that went viral for being aggresive, a trait usually associated with black women. It talks about how members
of the BIPOC community feel the effects of white privilege.

An equal life, pt 2. 2020.
(art direction, design & photography)

BALMAIN 2019.
(art direction, styling & photography)
Under the Creative Direction of Olivier Rousteing, Balmain has become one of the worlds largest fashion brands.
He is one of the youngest living designer to be appointed as the head of a large french fashion house. I created
this campaign as a concept for the brand. I feel that the brand caters to an older demographic, despite having such
a young designer. Their demographic is typically older rich women. This campaign was inspired by one question
“what if the brand was run by younger creatives as well?”. These shots are manifestations of what I think the brand
would look like, had they catered to a younger audience. Playing with iconic codes from the house,
and mixing them with a new edgy look and feel.

Ted Baker London 2018.
(art direction, styling & photography)

In the Black. 2018.
(art direction, styling & design)
all clothing items were designed by me
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